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Stanza 48in Ceiling 
Sweep Fans

• Satin white indoor ceiling 
fan available with or without 
dimmable LED light

• Three speed settings allowing 
for use in summer or winter

• Delivered with three-speed long 
distance remote control

• 48” precision moulded blades for 
higher airflow

• Individually balance tested and 
quality checked for trouble free 
operation

• True-spin Technology™ for 
enhanced efficiency and 
performance

• Four year warranty
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Overview
The Stanza fan is a stylish, modern ceiling fan, ideal for homes, offices, stores, shops and many other applications*. 
The precision moulded glass fibre composite blades give increased stability and higher airflow, working to cool the 
environment in summer months. In winter months, the Stanza can be set to Eco mode, which will gently recirculate 
heat from the ceiling towards occupants, therefore helping to conserve energy.

There are three settable speeds on the Stanza fan, which can be set with the remote control that is included. The 
ceiling fan can displace air at either 5,700, 8640 or 11,700 m3/h, depending on the speed that has been selected.

The motor in the Stanza fan uses the latest developments in ceiling fan motor engineering. It means that the fan 
offers enhanced efficiency and performance. The motor, in conjunction with the moulded blades, provides more air 
movement per. watt of power, therefore using less energy to provide better air circulation.

Each fan is individually tested and quality checked to ensure trouble free operation. The Stanza fan also has a four 
year warranty for peace of mind.

LED Light
The Stanza LED model uses a 20 watt LED acrylic light to add dual functionality to the fan. The light can be set at 
25%, 50%, 75% or 100% to suit the needs of the occupant, simply by changing the setting on the remote.

Ceiling Fan Controller
The Stanza ceiling fan comes delivered with a three speed remote control. You are able to change the fan speed 
using Eco, Medium or High buttons accordingly. It is recommended that Eco mode is used in winter to re-circulate 
warm air at low speeds.

The remote uses radio frequency, so that you can operate the fan at long distances. 

There is a four step dimmable light function, allowing you to change the brightness of the light to either 100%, 
75%, 50% or 25%. The remote also has quick connect terminals.

Performance

CODE SWEEP DIA. MM COLOUR
AIR DISPLACEMENT 

M3/H
MAX.  

WATTS RPM
STA1203WH-MON

1220 Satin White 5700/8640/11700 55 190/150 
/105STA1203WHLED-MON

Dimensions
CODE WIDTH (MM) HEIGHT (MM) WEIGHT

STA1203WH-MON 1220 349 7 kg
STA1203WHLED-MON 1220 370 7 kg

Models
CODE DESCRIPTION

STA1203WH-MON Stanza 48”Ceiling Fan with Wireless Remote
STA1203WHLED-MON Stanza 48” Ceiling Fan with LED Light & Wireless Remote

* Must be mounted above 2.3m
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